
  

  

AKG never moves forward without improving on what it already does so well – and 
by having a complete grasp of the relevant marketplace. As a result, the new AKG 
Y55 closed-back headphones address the needs of the on-the-go lifestyle – and the 
music-lover who wants a leg-up on their game. These premium headphones offer 
quality sound and adhere to a DJ-specific list of essential, show-ready features. 
From its long-lasting, comfortable fit to its closed-back design, the Y55s are all 
about enhancing the sound through reinforcing bass response while removing 
unwanted external interference. Extremely versatile, their universal, inline 
remote/mic on a detachable cable and plug adaptor add on-the-job functionality. 
From their fold-flat design for safe and easy transport to their complementary style 
with the availability in 4 cool colors, these are the headphones to take you to the 
next level of listening. Portable. Durable. Loud and proud. Accurate, lightweight and 
flexible. AKG understands – because we listen. Why would you expect anything less 
from AKG?

HIGHLIGHTS
� AKG signature sound with enhanced bass performance

� Rotating ear-cups and closed-back design

� Universal remote/mic for complete hands-free accessibility

� Detachable cable and plug adaptor

� 3D-Axis folding mechanism for easy transport and storage 

� 4 cool colors and finishes

Y55
DJ-READY HEADPHONES WITH ENRICHED BASS, SNUG FIT AND IN-LINE REMOTE/MIC

Rock the house with AKG.



  

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
� AKG signature sound with enhanced bass performance
 Nobody knows sound quality and overall accuracy in sound reproduction like
 AKG and the demands of the job calls for concentrated listening across a wide
 frequency with enhanced bass response – this is the focus of the Y55 design.

� Built to DJ specs and optimized for the on-the-go lifestyle: a secure fit with
 rotating ear-cups and a closed-back design prevents sound bleed and ambient
 noise disturbance
 Focus on your sound – not on the sound around you – with the snug-fitting
 Y55’s closed-back design, cancelling ambient sound from both directions while
 providing you with a comfortable fit.

� Extremely versatile thanks to its universal remote/mic for complete hands-free
 accessibility, plus detachable cable and plug adaptor
 Mobility is key when you’re moving fast and into your show. An inline universal
 remote control with mic provides access to phone calls without interrupting
 what you’re doing. Remove its cable and access a plug adaptor for full
 convenience and added versatility. Compatible with most smartphones.

� 3D-Axis folding mechanism for easy transport and storage
 Wear and tear on your gear is something to avoid so the Y55 folds down to a
 flat, easy-to-store and transport package, keeping it damage-free over the
 long haul.

� 4 cool colors and tasteful styling in a rugged, dependable headphone
 It’s not everybody who can DJ – but those who can want to look the part while
 they’re playing. AKG has created a rugged design in 4 stylish colors to keep you
 cool under pressure.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type : Entry-level DJ headphones with AKG signature
  quality sound, rotating ear-cups, in-line microphone
  with detachable cable

System : Dynamic

Design : Closed-back headphones

Color : Blue, Red, Black and White 

Frequency range : 16Hz to 24kHz

Sensitivity : 115dB SPL/V

Input impedance : 32 ohms

Maximum input power : 100mW

Net weight (without cable) : 450g

Cable : 99.99% oxygen-free cable, 1.2m

Main connection : Jack plug 3.5mm, hard gold-plated

WHAT’S INCLUDED
� 1 pair of AKG Y55 headphones with detachable, in-line, universal, remote/mic cable

� 3.5mm to 6.3mm plug adaptor

� Pouch
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